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Personal Watercraft Value Guide
The result of Thomas Cook's lifelong love of boats and his desire to help each one find the perfect home, this invaluable
book guides readers through the selling process. An ideal choice for anyone who wants to sell his boat quickly,
painlessly, and at a premium price. Covers preparing the boat, effective advertising, successful negotiation, and a variety
of creative selling alternatives.
Attorney Robert Schaller and the Schaller Law Firm offer A Lawyer’s Guide to Filing Chapter 7 Bankruptcy: Learning the Nuts and
Bolts of Filing Your First Case to provide lawyers with a how-to manual with step-by-step instructions for filing their first Chapter 7
case. Additional training is offered at its National Bankruptcy Academy website www.NationalBankruptcyAcademy.com. The book
includes a line-by-line analysis of the official bankruptcy forms: petition, Schedules A-J, Statement of Compensation, Statement of
Intent, Statement of Financial Affairs, Statement of Your Current Monthly Income, and Statement of Means Test Calculation.
Specific, real-world examples are offered for property in Schedule A/B, exemptions in Schedule C, secured creditors in Schedule
D, unsecured creditors in Schedule E/F, executory contracts and unexpired leases in Schedule G, co-debtors in Schedule H,
income in Schedule I, and expenses in Schedule J. Separate chapters discuss the six types of bankruptcy cases, the timeline for
Chapter 7 cases, alternatives to Chapter 7, a client’s eligibility for Chapter 7 relief, and the role of both the Chapter 7 panel trustee
and the U.S. Trustee. Plus, separate chapters analyze the automatic stay injunction and the Chapter 7 discharge injunction.
Attorney Robert Schaller has practiced law for more than 34 years and has filed more than 3,000 bankruptcy cases. Schaller is the
president of the National Bankruptcy Academy.
American Motorcyclist magazine, the official journal of the American Motorcyclist Associaton, tells the stories of the people who make
motorcycling the sport that it is. It's available monthly to AMA members. Become a part of the largest, most diverse and most enthusiastic
group of riders in the country by visiting our website or calling 800-AMA-JOIN.
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